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7:00 Monica introduction
7:05 Rabbi Liz  
7:10 Start

Thanks to you all for joining me tonight.  To look at racism in the Jewish community 
takes courage and integrity. 

Healing racism in the Jewish community: turns out to be a huge topic.  It needs many  
sessions. The readings I distributed focus on the work we need to do to make our 
synagogues welcoming to non-Ashkenazi Jews.  Tonight, I want to take us inward into  
examining how Ashkenazi Jews became white and its impact on both non-white Jews 
and ourselves.  I’m basing this talk mainly on three books:  
Karen Brodkin’s 2010 How Jews Became White Folks & What that says about Race in 
America,  
David Roediger’s 2018 book Working toward whiteness:  How American immigrants 
became white:  The strange journey from Ellis Island to the Suburbs,   and 
Thandeka’s 2007 Learning to be White:  Money, Race & God in America
I also have been inspired by James Baldwin’s brillian 1967 article “Negroes are anti-
Semitic because they’re anti-White.” 

Reminder that we are all good and, like all other people who are granted white privilege, 
we came by our biases and fears innocently.  These narrow and distort our own lives 
(and make us complicit in oppression of “non-white” people).  To ditch that will brighten, 
broaden, and enrich our lives. 

Recap what we’ve learned in this series so far:
a. The “race” structure is actually a camouflaged occupational and class/caste 

system—designed to biologically justify genocide, oppression and exploitation.

b. “Race” is a meaningless, invented concept. There actually is no genetic basis for 
dividing people by their skin colour or other physical traits.  Intelligence, physical 
strength, sexual prowess, willingness to work hard, and criminality have nothing 
to do with one’s racially assigned category.   We all carry DNA from many parts 
of the world.  

c. North American society imposes a hierarchical caste system with “black” 
Indigenous, Hispanic, Filipino and other people at the bottom, and “white” 
(descendants of Protestant British and northern European people) at the top, 
with Eastern and Southern Europeans  occupying (changing) positions in 
between. 
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I’ll be covering a lot of material tonight, plus two break-out room times, and two videos 
which will fill the 2 hours.  So, please put your questions and comments in the chat, and 
I’ll either address them during the talk if there’s time, or I’ll stay an extra half hour at the 
end to discuss the rest.  Sharon Angel will monitor the Chat and if you tell her something 
that isn’t clear or needs clarification during the talk, she’ll let me know.  Thanks also to 
David Mendeloff who is ably teching toight. 

Tonight,  I’ll  discuss these 6 questions.  [Slide 1] 
• Who is a Jew?  What implicit assumptions do we carry about the race of a Jew? 

How many of Canada’s and the world’s Jews are not “white”?   [Slides  2-12]
• How does US/Canadian racism structure the “race” of  Jews in general and 

Ashkenazi Jews in particular? When and why did Ashkenazi Jews get to become 
“white”?  

• What was the impact on Ashkenazi Jews of becoming “white”?  What did we 
gain?  What did we lose? 

• What was the impact of Ashkenazi Jews becoming white on Jews who were not 
classified as white?  

• What was the impact on the relationship between “white” Ashkenazi Jews and all 
“non-white” people?  (Jews got set up as middle agents to enforce racism against 
“non-white” people, James Baldwin:  We hate you not because you’re Jewish but 
because you’re white/Christian.  Vs. Traditional Jewish solidarity with Black and 
other oppressed people)

• How does Ashkenazi-centrism in our synagogues affect us (white folks) and non-
white Jews?  Welcoming isn’t enough – we have to fundamentally challenge our 
“white” privilege and fragility.

• What specifically are some next steps to do that?
What’s a Jew?

Close your eyes and scan the images you’ve seen about the people in the Torah, 
Adam and Eve,  Abraham,  Moses, Rachel and Leah, Esther, and so on.  What’s 
their skin colour? 
What’s your image of Adam and Eve? (Show slide  3) Of course, you know that the 
first humans evolved in sub-Saharan Africa.  They were Black.    The early Israelites 
also were dark-skinned, like the Egyptians. So why do we conjure images of white 
Abraham, Moses, Miriam, Leah, and Esther?  (Slides 4-8)   Even Jesus, a good 
Jewish Middle-Eastern man, is portrayed as white. (Slide 9]

All Jews aren’t white
Most accounts of Jewish life in North America don’t even acknowledge the 
existence of Black Jews.
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Even Karen Brodkin’s otherwise excellent book How Jews became white folks and 
what that says about race in America assumes that “Jews” are white and that Black 
or other PGM cannot be Jewish.  
So take a guess:  What proportion of today’s Jews are not white?  Jews in Canada? 
In the US? in Israel?  [slide 10]

7:30 Play Shais Richon’s talk “What makes this Jew different from all other Jews?”  
2017  13 minutes  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dZid5Trb5U
7:45  Breakout rooms:  What feelings come up for you listening to Shais’s talk?   
Did you realize how many Jews are not Ashkenazi?
8:00  When Ashkenazi Jews weren’t white:  One of the most surprising insights I 
found in my research was that Ashkenazi Jewish immigrants to Canada and the US and 
their children were not considered “white.”   [Slides 13 & 14]
Two major waves of Ashkenazi Jewish immigrants flooded to the New World,  German 
Jews in the 1820s and over 2 million Eastern European Jews in the 1890s fleeing 
pogroms and antisemitic discrimination.  They joined over 12 million other peoples 1

fleeing oppression:  Irish people, Italians, Slavs, Poles, Finns, etc.   These “new 2

immigrants” were considered inferior, dangerous, and either not or only conditionally 
white. “   They were characterized as “ illiterate, docile, lacking in self-reliance and 3 4

initiative and not possessing Anglo-Teutonic conceptions of law, order, and 
government.”   “In 1888, according to experts, there were between two and sixty-
three races.   In 1924, [after many European groups petitioned for “white” status]  
an exasperated US Supreme Court …placed the number of races at between four 
and twenty-nine.”    “Race functioned to distribute the right to full citizenship and 5

access to good jobs—excluding Chinese, African Americans, American Indians, Puerto 
Ricans, Filipinos plus Jews (The Hebrew race was defined by Russian birth, Yiddish 
mother tongue, plus Jewish religion.  ) 6

The goal was “to assimilate…these people as part of our American race and to implant 
in their children, so far as it can be done, the Anglo-Saxon conception of law and order 

 https://www.history.com/topics/immigration/u-s-immigration-before-1965;  1

 Canada Mega Trends 150 years of immigration to Canada  Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 11-630-2

X ISBN 978-0-660-25944-4  https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/en/pub/11-630-x/11-630-x2016006-eng.pdf?
st=XFFunorW,  

 Working toward Whiteness p. 183

 WTW 194

 Working toward Whitness.  P. 11.5

 Working toward whiteness p. 156
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and popular government.”   By the 3rd generation, authorities hoped these immigrants 7

could be assimilated into the “American race”  (but not Orientals, Negroes, and 
American Indians).   8

What was life like for Jewish immigrants before they became white?  [Slide 14, 9

15]
• Working class jobs, female centred work and home; Horrific working conditions,  

women working in sweat shops
• “Jewish socialism as Hegemonic Jewishness” -  strong anti-capitalist  
•  Rich Yiddishkeit culture language, morals, values,  the arts, 
• Emphasis on social justice and religion
• Heavily involved in justice for African Americans between WWI and II 
• Jewish immigrants were blocked during WWII – sent to their deaths in the Shoah

o Here we see some of the 907 Jewish refugees aboard the MS St. Louis who in 
1939 were denied entry to Canada 

Becoming White: during/after WWII, Jews and the ruling elites helped to  define 
Jews as a “model minority”  [Slide 15]

• During WWII, “race” had been discredited by Fascism.  So in the US the term 
“ethnicity” replaced biological “nation-races.  By 1961, “ethnic” had become “a 
polite term for Jews, Italians and other lesser breeds”      AEEAs (Americans of 10

Eastern European ancestry) were allowed to become “white” to prove that by 
pulling up your bootstraps anyone can succeed in America.   While other 
immigrant groups were still not considered white. 

• 1930s: Superman—a creation of children of Jewish immigrants, Jerry 
Siegal and Joe Shuster – modeled the new muscle Jew/American (they sold 
the rights to Superman for $130 in 1938)

• “A group of mainly Jewish public intellectuals … developed a new, hegemonic 
version of Jewishness as a model minority culture that explained the structural 
privileges of white maleness as earned entitlements.  In the process, they 
constructed a male-centered version of Jewishness that was prefiguratively 
white, and a specifically Jewish form of whiteness, a whiteness of our own.”  as 11

 WTW 197

 WTW 208

 Broadkin  pp. 104-1239

 WTW p. 28  Michael Novak’s manifesto The rise of the unmeltable ethnics10

 Broadkin 13911
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members of the American Race.   But they excluded Blacks, Latino, Native, 
Asian, and Pacific Islanders.  12

• Mordecai Kaplan  wrote Judaism as a Civilization  in 1934 -  proposing to 
formulate Judaism as a model of ethical nationhood and attempting to 
reconstruct US democracy to reflect the principles of Zionism.  –As a nation of 
multiple religious communities (rather than multiple nationalities), each valued, 
thriving in relation to one another

Jews fully became “white” in the 1940’s, and especially in the 1950s and 60s 
[Slides 16, 17, 18]

• Jews and other “white” immigrants made themselves white on the backs of 
the Blacks – and then blamed the Blacks for their failure to progress. P. 152

• P. 142 “Being Jewish was a way of being American” -  Through Hollywood, Jews 
helped create white Americanness.  ---“p. 144-145  “contrasting Jews as a model 
minority with African Americans as culturally deficient.  – Jewish Patrick 
Moynihan and Nathan Glazer contrasted superior Jews from inferior Negros, 
Puerto Ricans, and Italian cultures.  
“For white ethnics to claim their whiteness would seem to depend on 
denying equal entitlements to nonwhites.”  p. 154

o For example, many Jews opposed affirmative action
“Locked out of the white corporate elite by anti-Semitism, movie producers invented a 
parallel Jewish universe of bourgeois American whiteness different from the East Coast 
Jewish ghettos…but also different from the old-money whiteness to which they aspired.” 
P. 156 Broadkin

The gift and the price of whiteness for Jews  [Slides 16, 17, 18]

Jews were helping to define middle-class whiteness as they became part of it.  They 
aspired to assimilate and look and act like Protestant British whites. 

Nose Jobs:  Jewish women bodies had to be WASPish—no more Zaftig heft :  Nose 
jobs, boob reductions, endless dieting, focus on beauty and pleasing the bread-winner 
man.

Barbie & Ken: Created by Ruth Handler in 1959, daughter of Polish Jewish immigrants,  
and promoted by her husband Elliot Handler and his colleague Matt Matson = Mattel 
Corporation:  Barbie was modelled after a German Lily doll – a sexy toy for men that 
was popular after WWII – Aryan 

o contrasting themselves with a mythic blackness

 WTW p. 3012
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Jewish secular Christmas songs:  Jews trying as hard as they could to be even more 
Christian than the Christians. 

Levitowns:   Jewish Home-ownership for returning veterans and their families, the 
newly middle-class Jews and other Euro-immigrants. (Blacks couldn’t get mortgages 
and were red-lined out of home ownership.  They often had Jewish landlords.)

p. 160 Suburban Jewish life:  Was made possible by GI benefits and university 
scholarships

o Male breadwinner – woman demeaned as Jewish Mothers and JAPS
o Focus on consumerism and financial “success,” rather than social justice
o Jews moved into professional jobs where they managed the lives of non-white 

people and encouraged them 
o Jewish bodies (women’s especially) had to fit “white” norms  (nose jobs – I had 3 

unnecessary surgeries for appearances,  dieting, makeup
o Jewish feminists like Betty Friedan rebelled as women, not at Jews
o “Jewish whiteness became American whiteness” 169

o Whiteness as patriarchal and heterosexual
o Treating inequality as natural 

The term “Judeo-Christian” (which originally referred to 19th century Jews who 
converted to Christianity) emerged as a descriptor of the United States in 1930s, when 
the US forged a unified cultural identity to distinguish itself from 
the fascism and communism in Europe. During the Cold War, Judeo-Christian was 
used to express opposition to communist atheism. In the 1970s the term became 
particularly associated with the American Christian right and is often employed in 
political attempts to restrict immigration and LGBT rights.[7]    

 “Judeo-Christian”  does not include Muslims Hindus, Sikhs, Buddists, or 

Indigenous spirituality.

We abandoned the socialism and social activism of the slums.

We were seduced into selling out our integrity for a chance to become “white” – like 
WASPS.   

James Baldwin:  “In the American context, the most ironical thing about Negro 
anti-Semitism is that the Negro is really condemning the Jew for having become 
an American white man—for having become, in effect, a Christian.”  1967  
Negroes are Anti-Semitic because They’re anti-White.

8:20  Breakout room:  What did you and your family gain/lose from becoming 

“white”?
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8:35 The price Blacks pay for Jewish whiteness:  [slide 19]

  Solidarity:    [Slide 20] “We must envision alternatives to whiteness, capitalism, 
modernism, and the stultifying organization of social life they support….The challenge 
for …Jews today is to confront that whiteness as part of developing a …Jewishness that 
helps build an explicitly multiracial democracy…”
[Slide 21]  Ilana Kaufman’s suggestions (recommend they watch her videos)

8:45  Play Aurora Levins Morales’ clip  (Slide 22)  17:42-23.20  (Reconstructionist 
Scholar/poet/speaker :  Daughter of Jewish Polish immigrant and Puerto Rican/
Indigenous father 

8:51  Closings,  announcements, appreciations 
• May 16,  Shavuot Shabbaton celebrating our mix-multitudes of Judaism 

9 to 9 
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